Internationale Medienarbeit – Geduld bringt Rosen
Mit eigenen Experten in internationalen Medien langfristig präsent sein.
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Goals

To capture the public’s
attention in our fields of
expertise
 Educate the public, give them
insight
 Thought Leadership at the
HSG – Raising our profile,
attracting the best students, the
best professors, the best
companies to join us in
partnerships requires exposure.
 Attention economy – media
exposure is about influencing
public perception, and with a
24-hour news cycle and media
around every corner, media
relations has never been more
valuable.
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Markets
International media relations follows our internationalisation strategy
We focus on top tier media

 Core market: Switzerland, Germany, Austria
 UK: important market for international tier one media
 Singapore: The St.Gallen Institute (SGI)
 Brazil: HSG Hub in São Paulo

How we work
HSG experts are the face of our University, are the voice of the HSG
and are content providers for media relations @ HSG.
 Find strategic ways to promote research, ideas, thoughts
 Help our experts to develop relationships with the media
 Provide an opportunity to comment on current events and
stories
 Build our experts profile
 Help our experts track their articles in worldwide media

Three basic ways HSG experts interact with the media
1.
2.
3.

We provide them with timely comments, quotes, and perspectives on a
particular issue
We provide opionion pieces on current events
We inform them when new research/studies/books are completed

In conjunction with Grayling. A leading PR firm which operates from 54
offices in 26 countries worldwide across Europe, North America, the Middle
East and Asia.
Grayling provides us with:
 Network and contacts to journalists in the targeted countries
 News hooks for experts and HSG stories
 Background talks for experts with journalists
 Media training and insights about journalists for our experts
 Media Monitoring in the international markets

Examples of media outreach
Dear Professor:
We reached out to the London correspondent of the New York Times and she would
love to have your opinion on the following…I imagine she will need something sooner
rather than later!
Q: is it strange that after a 3 year fight over names, Credit Suisse did not have to
disclose names? Is this something you could comment on? A paragraph or two would
suffice.
Also, if you think there is an aspect or other aspects of the Credit Suisse/USA case that
are equally of interesting, then feel free to include that additional comments.
Many thanks - your help is much appreciated.
Julia, Grayling UK

Response: Patrick Emmenegger
The reason is simple: U.S. authorities don't need these client names. After
several years of investigations against Swiss banks , U.S. authorities have a
very clear understanding of the amount of tax evasion facilitated by Swiss
banks.
What is more, U.S. authorities will be able to access client files in the future,
thanks to FATCA which Switzerland has ratified in September 2013.
Hence Senator Tom Coburn's rhetorical question in the February hearing:
where would you rather go to prison: Switzerland or the United States?
Requesting client files is a strategy to increase pressure on Credit Suisse.
However, client files were hardly crucial for the U.S. authorities. The Swiss
Government has made it repeatedly clear in recent years that it is willing to
cooperate but not at the cost of violating rule of law.

Examples of media outreach
COMMENTS ON THE CURRENCY WAR IN THE RUN UP TO THE G20 MEETING
Expect smoke and mirrors on the currency wars in Moscow. It's not the G20's style to
point fingers in their communiques. Still, plenty of pressure will be applied on Japan
behind the scenes, making clear that the next Governor of the Bank of Japan shouldn't
be tempted to devalue the yen further.
The motives of currency war critics aren't straightforward either. Mention of "currency
wars" may appeal to finance ministers seeking to deflect domestic criticism from their
own policies. Shifting the blame for domestic woes on to foreign skulduggery is well
established practice.
Unless national economic recovery plans change currency war concerns will recur. So
long as relaxed monetary policy is the primary means for stimulating recovery then
frictions are inevitable.
Few realised at the time that the embrace of austerity measures would create such bad
blood between G20 nations.

Examples of media outreach
An article titled: Article titled, “ Q&A: Currency the latest threat to the global economy was
originally written by the Associated Press
Can the world's leaders and central bankers calm the situation?
— No doubt, a communique will emerge from this weekend's G-20 meeting in Moscow that
pours scorn at competitive devaluations. Most of the action, though, is likely to take place
behind-the-scenes with pressure expected to be put on the Japanese finance minister and
central bank governor not to allow the yen to fall much further.
"Expect smoke and mirrors," said Simon Evenett, a professor of economics
at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland and a former World Bank official.
"It's not the G-20's style to point fingers."
This quote and article appeared in over 150 periodicals including Bloomberg, the Associated
Press, Reuters, the New York Times, the Globe and Mail, The Arab Times, The Times of India,
Fox News, The Kuwait Times, Japan Today, The Seattle Times, The Money News, The York
Dispatch, The Independent…

Figures: HSG in the international media 2008 - 2013

(Quellen: Grayling, Genios, APA)

Figures: HSG in the national media 2007 - 2013
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Figures: AVE 2007 - 2013

Figures
HSG in the media:
In 2013, the HSG, with media work from professors, and
researchers, were in the media
 Over 10,000 in Switzerland
 Over 780 times in International media
The Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE)… the amount of money it
would cost HSG in advertising for the same exposure is over

50 Million CHF

Reporting: HSG online media channels - Web
HSG in the media
• Overview of clippings from Swiss
and international media
• Access for HSG academia and
administration only via Intranet
for copyright reasons
Press review
• Several thousand contributions
about the University of St.Gallen
appear every year
• Press review provides the public with
a selection of international and swiss
media clippings
• RSS-Feed subscription

Reporting: President’s Board

Next steps
 International media trainings twice a year
 Globelynx – the world’s newsrooms come to HSG
 To raise the profile of the HSG, our research
and our professors
 The HSG becomes the only Germanspeaking university to have such a service.
 Give us access to television broadcasters
nationally and internationally.

Challenges
 Which professors are willing and capable for international media relations?





International research and thoughts?
Language barrier?
Ready to respond to the fast news cycle?
Ready to go out on a limb?

 You need time and patience to raise a profile
 There are a lot of other excellent experts in the world, why should they
reach out to the HSG in Switzerland?
 Media and camera training are key, but for professors time is precious
 Gut feeling «we need to have more international media exposure» versus
capable pool of professors and real figures

